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A B S T R A C T

Two particular defects are commonly discussed at the III-N interface: the required donor states, known to exist
from the formation of the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) below a hetero-barrier, and defect states at the
interface or within the dielectric layer. It appears that the latter ones are responsible for the ongoing challenge to
find a low-defect gate dielectric to reduce positive bias temperature instabilities (PBTI). This raises the question,
why the natively given donor states behave almost like fixed charges. We review the known and verified
characteristics for both defect types and the link between them. Moreover, we define a lifetime criterion for
power switching applications to compare PBTI effects related to III-N interfaces.

1. Introduction

The advantages of III-N electron power devices originate from the
improved material parameters. In particular, the larger bandgap of
3.4 eV in GaN increases the critical electric field. Furthermore, the ty-
pical lateral heterostructure design of a barrier layer above a channel
layer enables a high carrier mobility within the two-dimensional elec-
tron gas (2DEG). Such high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs),
consisting of e.g. an AlGaN/GaN structure, benefit from the reduced
gate-drain capacitance. The formation of the 2DEG is based on the polar
nature of III-N compounds [1–3], creating a potential drop over the
AlGaN barrier, and the existence of surface states [4–6], providing the
necessary carriers to form the channel. Even though the benefits of such
a lateral channel are indisputable, it also creates a clear dependency on
the charge states of the surface (or interface in the case of surface
passivation).

Furthermore, gate dielectrics are an effective way to eliminate gate
leakage currents in HEMTs [7]. Such metal-insulator-semiconductor
(MIS)-HEMTs would be an ideal choice of device with good controll-
ability of the channel. Several concepts have been introduced to achieve
the desired normally-off operation with MIS-HEMTs by either partially
[8] or fully recessing the barrier [9–11], or introducing negative
charges in the barrier [12] or the dielectric layer [13,14]. Although
such normally-off devices show some clear advantages over the alter-
native junction-FET-type p-GaN-gate devices [15,16], they all suffer
from a dramatic forward bias drift or positive bias temperature in-
stability (PBTI). This effect is dominantly caused by negative charge
trapping at or close to the III-N dielectric interface. Even though this

interface may vary from one type of device to another, depending on
the barrier (material, recess, surface condition, etc.) as well as the type
of dielectric, quite similar results have been shown regarding the nature
of the problem. Moreover, the dielectric interface in the gate stack is
from a material perspective identical to the interface between III-N
surface and the passivation in the access region of the device. The ty-
pical bias conditions in this region causes an electric potential similar to
negative gate bias at the gate. Therefore, charge trapping similar to
PBTI in the access region is not an issue, even though electron trapping
in general due to lateral injection has become a well discussed issue
with respect to transient drain current degradation e.g. current collapse
or transient on-resistance degradation [17,18].

The forward gate bias drift has been investigated for several dif-
ferent dielectric materials over the past decade using Si3N4 deposited by
LPCVD [19–22], ALD [23,24], or in-situ grown Si3N4 [25–29], Al2O3

[23,24,30–37], HfO2 [19,36,38,39], and SiO2 [40–44]. Furthermore,
AlN as an interlayer between the dielectric layer has been investigated
[45–47]. In order to achieve normally-off behavior, several concepts of
recessed barrier MIS-HEMTs have been shown [10,48] with qualita-
tively and quantitatively comparable behavior to none recessed AlGaN/
GaN HEMTs [23,49–51].

Ibbetson et al. [4] first introduced the generally accepted idea of
electrons arising from donor-like surface states at the AlGaN surface
[52]. Early on, it was assumed that the donor state density could be a
single defect level basically pinning the surface potential. Medjdoub
et al. suggested that the donor density should be limited to
2.6 × 1013 cm−2 by investigating the surface potential on thick lattice-
matched InAlN barriers [53]. Similar results were achieved later by Jiao
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et al. for different Indium contents [54]. Studies on AlGaN barriers have
shown lower donor state densities and distributed surface densities of
about 1013 cm−2 eV−1 [55,56]. It was shown that the surface potential
increases with increasing Al content. However, due to the lattice mis-
match of the AlGaN barrier on the GaN buffer, the maximum thickness
of the barrier that can be studied is limited.

Photo-assisted CV measurements on 30 nm thick Si3N4/GaN MIS
stacks which are able to ionize deep donor states at the interface as well
as defects related to the dielectric have shown a shift of ≈3 V [57]. We
can estimate that this value corresponds to an additional interface
charge of unionized donor states of about 4 × 1012 cm−2, which sup-
ports further the idea of a limited number of donor states at the inter-
face. The dependence of the surface barrier height on the surface oxi-
dation was systematically studied by Alomari et al. for different
oxidation times in InAlN [58]. While initial oxidation did not modify
the surface potential, the formation of a 3 nm oxide layer clearly de-
creased the 2DEG density beyond the thickness reduction of the barrier.
For the AlGaN surface it was shown that already annealing associated
with oxidation of Al leads to an increase of the surface potential [59].
From a microscopic point of view, Miao et al. have shown that the bare
surface should not obtain any surface donor states in the upper part of
the band gap excluding clean AlGaN surfaces as the source of electrons
for the 2DEG [60]. They have further studied a variety of oxidized
surface structures that could lead to donor states in the upper half of the
band gap [61]. The comparison to experimental data on oxidized
AlGaN surfaces [59] has indicated the possibility of several oxide sur-
face structures [62,63] to fit well to the experimentally observed sur-
face potential. In addition to the role of elemental oxygen in creating
surface states [64], also H2O and OH-bonds were suggested to play an
important role in creating a surface state shown by electrochemical
investigations [65].

Even though those investigations give some general possibilities on
the atomistic view of the surface, the definite origin of the 2DEG and
the interaction with defect in the adjacent dielectric are still largely
unknown. The density of atoms on the (0001) surface of GaN is
1.13 × 1015 cm−2 [2]. The ionized interface donor state density as well
as the typical interface state density is in the order to 1013 cm−2, being
about 1% of the whole surface atoms. However, the resolution of ty-
pical surface analysis techniques is limited to about 1% of the in-
vestigated near-surface atoms. Therefore, clear evidence to connect a
surface mechanism with a surface contamination is hard to establish.

Attempts to clean or modify the surface have been shown by wet
chemical cleaning [66–68], thermal treatments [69,70], or exposure to
plasma [71–73]. Even though superficial oxygen amounts can be low-
ered, a complete removal of the surface states has not been shown so
far. Besides oxygen, other adsorbates are also suggested to play a role in
electrical device behavior [74–77]. The halogens chlorine and fluorine
show a great affinity to III-N surfaces [75,78,79]. Chlorine is suggested
to saturate and hence passivate the dangling bonds at the AlGaN surface
[75,78], by occupying a bond and thus inhibiting the formation of a
surface oxide. However, no significant change in device behavior is
observed. Chemically, fluorine will behave in a comparable manner at
the III-N surface. In contrast to chlorine, we found that a fluorine ter-
mination does significantly change the capture and emission behavior
of the donor states in AlGaN/GaN MIS-HEMT devices [77,80].

Dielectric surface passivation has been shown by low-temperature
atomic layer deposition, plasma-assisted deposition, as well as high
temperature low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD), close to
the temperature of GaN surface decomposition around 700–800 °C. In-
situ passivation directly after growth allows an even higher process
temperature due to the insignificant time between epitaxial growth and
surface passivation. Crystalline and sharp interfaces have been shown
by ALD as well as LPCVD processes using TEM, claiming to be superior
compared to amorphous dielectric materials. However, it is still quite
challenging to process contamination-free interfaces (e.g. free of any

foreign atoms to either material of the interface) due to the limited
cleaning possibilities of III-N surface and the typical base pressures of
some milli-torr in classical deposition tools. Hence it is a question of
interest how one would need to fabricate gate dielectrics on the very
inert III-N surfaces in order to achieve interface qualities known from
advanced silicon technologies.

Thermal oxidation of GaN would lead to β-Ga2O3 with a bandgap
reported in the range of 4.4–4.8 eV and a conduction band offset of
0.5 eV to GaN [63,81]. This might be not sufficient in order to suppress
gate leakage currents. Therefore, thermally grown β-Ga2O3 is most
probably not a proper candidate as dielectric in general. One additional
drawback arises from the columnar growth structure in GaN material
grown on foreign substrates. The threading dislocation and also the
grain boundaries lead to chemically weaker areas of the surface. Hence,
those areas lead to preferential decomposition and oxidation, causing
3D like surface structures and surface roughening [70,82].

From a technological point of view, the GaN MIS interface differs
quite strongly from the well-known Si/SiO2 interface which is thermally
grown and is formed out of the bulk material [83–87]. Even though
several studies on GaN MIS stacks have studied the effect of surface
cleaning as well as different ways of post deposition treatments, a defect
passivation scheme similar to the passivation of Pb centers at the Si/
SiO2 interface with H [88] has not been found until now.

In this paper, we review the phenomena and effects seen in III-N
MIS structures from a defect point of view and define a minimum sta-
bility requirement from an application perspective. Section 2 covers
some basic background information including the fundamental defect
model considered throughout the paper, the basics of III-N MIS stacks,
and different measurement techniques used to adequately characterize
PBTI and the lifetime conditions. In Section 3 we summarize our main
findings from different dielectric materials and introduce a pragmatic
lifetime criterion for III-N power devices. Section 4 discusses the role of
donor states after surface modification by fluorine which triggers some
fundamental questions about the role of donor states in GaN devices.
Many authors still consider donor charges as fixed charges [89–92].
Even though this view reflects the typical observations, it is still very
much simplified, as ionized defect states even with long capture time
should not be considered as fixed charges. Those aspects will be mainly
discussed in Section 5.

As the detailed microscopic nature of any involved PBTI-related
defects is still unclear, they are often categorized as interface states,
border traps [93,94], oxide traps etc. which is often simply based on the
applied analysis or evaluation method. In our discussions, we try to
refrain from any speculation in this regard and simply refer to any
modulating charge states at the III-N/dielectric interface as interface
states, charges or defects. Those charge states include all states that are
able to communicate with free charges within the semiconductor
(charge reservoir). Thus, we consider defect states at the interface or
within the dielectric. We continue to believe that any further distinction
is not helpful for the discussion unless clear evidence of the nature of
the defect is provided.

The paper does not include a discussion of technological aspects to
improve the interface as the authors do not believe that an objective
relevant understanding exists today. That does not mean that certain
improvements are not possible, but it is our understanding that none of
the presented results are sufficient to fulfill a lifetime criteria like the
one introduced in Section 3. All of the results were shown on AlGaN/
GaN HEMT structures without recessing the barrier. Nevertheless, we
believe that our findings summarized here are general enough and are
representative of PBTI effects with and without barrier recess [50].
Therefore, we focus on the larger picture of the physical aspects of the
defects. Obviously, the findings and mechanism seen today in III-N PBTI
are closely linked to the understanding that evolved on silicon tech-
nologies [95].
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2. Models and methods

The following part will first define the defect types that were con-
sidered for further discussion and integrate those defects into the gate
stack with a dielectric layer, the interface to the barrier, and the barrier
itself. Their impact on the threshold voltage (VTh) is discussed. Finally,
we discuss the different methods and their limitations when applied for
drift and defect characterization.

2.1. Considerations on defect models

Even though there is a lot of detailed literature on defects at semi-
conductor/dielectric interfaces [96,97] and on the dynamic behavior of
charge trapping and de-trapping [95,98] we would like to define here a
few general aspects of defects and how they are considered in this re-
view. We believe this information is mainly helpful in avoiding mis-
understandings in the following discussion. The word defect in the most
general point of view relates to a localized electronic state (a type of
bond structure) which can exchange carriers with a carrier reservoir
(here 2DEG). In the simplest picture, the defect can capture an electron
from the 2DEG with a capture time constant τcapture

= =c 1/τ nσ v ,n capture n th (1)

where σn is the capture cross-section, n the concentration of available
carriers for trapping at the interface and vth the thermal velocity of
trapped carriers. For the emission of electron from the defect back to
2DEG we get

= = −e 1/τ N σ v exp( ΔE /kT),n emission C n th Trap (2)

with NC being the effective density of states in III-N and ΔETrap the
defect activation energy, see Fig. 1a.

A simple example of a defect would be an unpassivated surface bond
with at least one charge state within the III-N band gap. However, much
more complex defect configurations can exist, particularly in amor-
phous layers. Due to many degrees of freedom in amorphous materials,
such defect types have a broad range of energy levels and capture cross-
sections as well as spatial positions within the dielectric. However, as
we are often not able to distinguish between defects close to the in-
terface and at the interface we should initially assume that they can be
placed at different positions away from the interface.

An often-used empirical model [99,100] to describe this distribution
of defects over different energies E and different positions x within the
dielectric layer is a Gaussian model written as

= ⎡
⎣⎢

−
− ⎤

⎦⎥
N (E, x)

N
σ 2π

exp
E μ (x)

2σ
,Int

Int,0

Int

Int

Int
2 (3)

where NInt,0 is the total amount of defects, σInt the standard deviation of
the distribution over different energies and μInt the peak energy value of
the distribution. The spatial character of the distribution inside the

dielectric material is represented by the x-dependency of μInt, which is
an empirical trick to translate the tunneling effect into different energy
positions.

We can therefore formulate the threshold voltage drift during the
recovery (i.e. emission) as the sum of contributions from all defects
with their respective time constants τemission(i):

∑= ×
−q
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C
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i

Th
Dielectric

t
τemission (i)

(4)

and for stress (i.e. capture) with the time constants τcapture(i),

∑= × ⎡
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Th
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t
τcapture(i)

(5)

where N(i) is the density of the i-th defect type, CDielectric represents the
dielectric capacitance neglecting that the defects may have different
distances to the gate electrode and q being the elementary charge. For
simplicity, we have considered that the recovery starts from a state with
fully occupied defects and the stress from fully empty defects i.e. the
same N(i) in Eqs. (4) and (5).

It has been shown that the interaction between the defect and
charge reservoir in the case of interface or bulk oxide states is not only
dependent on the electronic Coulomb-like potential but also on the
local dynamics of atomic vibrations nearby the defect [95,96,101,102].
The change of the charge state of the defect can change the local atomic
arrangements (i.e. lattice relaxation) and can also change its vibrational
properties. In consequence, the transition energies between defect and
conduction (or valence) band have not only an electronic component
(ETrap level with activation energy ΔETrap Fig. 1a) but also a vibrionic
one (localized phonon mode represented by parabolic potential of
harmonic oscillator). This can be pictured in Fig. 1b by a configuration
coordinate diagram [102] where e.g. the total energy of an empty de-
fect state with a free electron at the minimum of the conduction band
EC is represent by the parabola “empty” and the energy of the occupied
defect state with a parabola “occupied”. The equilibrium position of the
defect in either state is at the minimum of the parabola. In order to
capture an electron to the empty defect, the defect has to acquire the
energy ΔEσ from the lattice. The capture cross-section will be thus
temperature dependent according to σn = σpref exp(−ΔEσ / kT), with
σpref being a temperature independent prefactor. Consequently the ap-
parently measured thermal activation energy for emission will be (see
Fig. 1b), ΔETrap,apparent = ΔETrap + ΔEσ and not just ΔETrap, as con-
sidered by many authors. The relaxation to the ground state will occur
by emission of phonons. That is why we speak on non-radiative multi-
phonon (NMP) relaxation model [102] both for capture and emission
processes. Both emission and capture processes could be written by a
general equation:

= × eτ(i) τ (i) ,0
EA (i)

kT (6)

with EA(i) being an activation energy for an i-th defect type and τ0(i)
the corresponding prefactor. Thus, for the capture process it holds
EA = ΔEσ and for the emission process EA = ΔETrap,apparent. Another
consequence of the lattice relaxation is that the optically and thermally
induced transitions will have different energies (Frank-Condon shift)
[102].

Furthermore, it has been shown that defects at the Si/SiO2 interface
and oxide defects can have several different stable configurations for
either charge state, where NMP capture/emission processes can occur
at transitions between either state [95,101]. Let us consider the gen-
eralized situation of Fig. 1b where, for simplicity, the defect in the
occupied state can have two stable configurations 1 and 2 represented
by corresponding parabolas in the configuration coordinate diagram in
Fig. 1c. If the electron is in state 1, it can be emitted to the 2DEG with
an emission rate en or it can be transferred to state 2 with the transition
rate e1 → 2 (energy barrier ΔE1 → 2). The back transformation from state
2 to 1 is governed by the transition rate e2 → 1 and energy barrier

Fig. 1. Definition of physical defect models: (a) simple defect model considering only the
trap energy, (b) defect model including lattice relaxation, and (c) taking into account
multistate defects.
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ΔE2 → 1. We would like to emphasize that, in general, the applied
electric field to the oxide modifies the heights of the transition barriers
ΔE1 → 2 and ΔE2 → 1. Therefore the same defect can respond differently
depending on bias condition. Another important consequence is that
the transitions between different states with the same charge state lead
to second order dynamics effects, i.e. more complex than just multi-
exponential dynamics [42]. Also, defects with more than two states (for
both, occupied and unoccupied), called here multi-charge states, can be
considered [95,101]. Since consideration of such defects can excellently
explain NBTI and PBTI experiments in Si/SiO2 systems we consider
such defects (Fig. 1b, c) to play as well a role in BTI effect in GaN
MISHEMTs.

We would like to note that we completely disregard the concept of
fixed charges in our models, as we consider it as an empirical approach
to separate between defects with fast and slow time constants. The only
fix charges that we consider in our model is the polarization charge
[1,2] from the termination of the III-N lattice, which is not caused by
defect states and therefore cannot change its charges state unless the
intrinsic III-N lattice is reconfigured, which would be considered as the
formation of a new defect.

In addition, we would like to comment that we usually speak of
electrons being captured as the event during stress and electrons being
emitted during the recovery. In principle, we could also consider h+

emission during stress and h+ capture during recovery. However, due
to the dominance of electrons in typical GaN HEMTs without p-doping
we simplify our discussion to electrons.

2.2. Modeling of the gate stack

Fig. 2 shows the typical lateral structure of a III-N HEMT device. A
barrier on top of a GaN channel forms the 2DEG below the interface
which is connected by metallic source and drain contacts. The whole
surface is passivated providing a defined interface condition. The gate
dielectric is typically a separate layer deposited just under the gate, but
can in principle be also the same as the passivation layer. It sometimes
has been argued that the opening of the passivation for the purpose of
depositing the gate dielectric can have a deteriorating effect on the
interface. However, wet etching or remote-plasma etching have shown
very low-damage results due to the inertness of the (0001) III-N surface
[103–106]. The stack shows that the III-N/dielectric interface is not just
of high relevance under the gate, but also in the whole access region.
However, forward bias is only applied at the gate under typical device
operations. The access region towards the drain is typically being de-
pleted during off-state or back-biasing conditions.

The band structure through the gate stack is schematically shown in
Fig. 3a. Neglecting the influence of the gate metal workfunction (as in
the access region) and the buffer charges, the interface charge QInterface,
the total amount of polarization charges in barrier/channel part and the
2DEG density nS must fulfill the charge neutrality. As the barrier does
not contribute to any net polarization charges, the total polarization
charge equals the one of GaN QPol,GaN. Thus, we can write

= − − ×Q Q q n ,Interface Pol,GaN S (7)

where both terms QPol,GaN and q × nS are negative resulting in a po-
sitive QInterface. Therefore, we can follow that the interface (as well as
the free III-N surface) has to contain dominantly donor-like defect
states, which can contribute their electron to the 2DEG.

>− −Q Q .donor like acceptor like (8)

Hence, in thermal equilibrium conditions (Fig. 3a) the charge neu-
trality level (CNL) [107], at which the interface/surface is neutrally
charged, is above the Fermi level. These charges could in principle exist
at the interface and within the passivation or gate dielectric. Some have
argued that those defects might even be placed on top of the passiva-
tion, assuming that all defect states at the interface have been passi-
vated [108]. We try to answer this question with our results from
chapter 4. Besides the dominant charges at/near the interface, charge
states can also exist in the barrier and the channel region, in particular
closer to the buffer. As long as we do not consider gate bias conditions
below VTh, the 2DEG will not be depleted, with no trapping effect in the
buffer. Therefore, we can neglect any traps below the 2DEG. The bar-
rier/GaN interface is epitaxially grown and by nature does not contain
significant defects other than pre-existing threading dislocations from
the buffer [109]. Barrier defects have been reported to play a role in the
current conduction through the barrier in Schottky contacts [110]. As
the barrier is in series to the charge trapping interface, it certainly must
play a role in the process. Whether this role is dominant over charge
trapping or not can strongly depend on the technology of the barrier as
well as the dielectric.

One general aspect of the HEMT structure is the remote interface
separated from the 2DEG as shown in Fig. 3a. Quite contrary to typical

Fig. 2. Typical MIS-HEMT structure. The vertical lines point out the cross-section of the
gate stack and the access region.

Fig. 3. (a) schematic band diagram indicating the different possible defects at the III-N
interface region: positive donor states, neutral acceptor states, neutral donor states and
near-interface oxide states. The circuit model indicates the potential distribution of the
capacitance voltage divider across the gate stack. (b) active area within the gate stack
defined by the applied gate bias, in which the a defect can capture an electron during
stress, (c) similar as in (b) but with additional electrons trapped at the interface raising
the potential (Coulomb effect).
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MOS structures the effect of interface charges is therefore purely elec-
trostatic unless for very thin barrier layers, where the carrier scattering
at the interface charge can reduce the carrier mobility in the channel
[111,112]. Hence, any transfer characteristics with drifted threshold
voltage exhibit a perfectly parallel shift without distortion. Thus,
measuring the transient drain current and translating it into the shift of
the threshold voltage (VTh) does not require any additional assump-
tions.

The threshold voltage for the whole stack can be expressed as

= − ∆ + ∆ + ∆

− + +

+ +

− − −

−

V 1
q

[ E E E

qΦ ] (σ σ ) t
ε

(σ Q ) t
ε

,

Th E E C(Barrier Channel) C(Dielectric Barrier)

Gate Dielectric Channel Barrier
Barrier

Barrier

Channel Interface
Dielectric

Dielectric

c Fermi

(9)

where σi are the polarization charges [3] at the interfaces of the cor-
responding layers, ΔEC(i − j) the conduction band discontinuities be-
tween the i-th and j-th layers, ΦGate-Dielectric the potential different be-
tween the gate metal and the conduction band minimum of the
dielectric, and tBarrier, εBarrier and tDielectric, εDielectric the thicknesses and
dielectric constant of the barrier and the dielectric material, respec-
tively. Alternatively, to the interface charge density QInterface, we can
also introduce the interface potential ΦInterface, as the potential of the
conduction band of the barrier at the interface above the Fermi level
(Fig. 3b). Apparently ΦInterface is not an independent parameter and
cannot be directly measured as it depends on the amount of charges
trapped at the interface. However, we can assess ΦInterface directly from
the 2DEG concentration using

− × = − ∆ − ∆

− −

− −q n ε
t

[Φ E E ]

σ σ ,

s
Barrier

Barrier
Interface E E C(Barrier Channel)

Channel Barrier

c Fermi

(10)

where nS is known from the threshold voltage VTh and the total gate
capacitor CGate

= × = ×n 1
q

C V 1
q

ε
t

V .S Gate Th
Dielectric

Dielectric
Th

(11a)

In any passivated region e.g. the access region, nS can also be ex-
tracted by Hall measurements allowing the direct use of Eq. (10) to
calculate the interface potential.

Under forward gate bias (Fig. 3b) all defect states within the marked
area in the dielectric, at the interface, as well as in the barrier, can
change their charge state depending on their defect ionization energies,
their spatial position, as well as the temperature, and the stress time.
This energy range covering all defects that can potentially contribute to
interface charges is typically referred to as the active energy region [95].
Any change in the concentration of interface states ΔNInt will thus cause
the corresponding change in threshold voltage

= × ×ΔV ΔN q t
ε

.Th Int
Dielectric

Dielectric (11b)

Furthermore, we notice that the trapping of electrons around the
interface region during stress causes an increase of the interface po-
tential, thus acting against the gate bias stress. Hence with progressing
time the active area is becoming smaller as shown in Fig. 3c. This is
accompanied by the re-emission of the already captured electrons, i.e.
the initially occupied states lying below Fermi-level start to appear
above EF with a tendency to lose electrons [42]. Therefore, we have to
be very careful when we investigate the amount of defects captured at
different stress times and biases as the effective stress seen by the in-
terface will depend on the amount of pre-existing trapped charges. This
effect was previously described as Coulomb effect [42,113,114] and
certainly plays a more pronounced role in GaN compared to other
technologies due to the use of a dual-layer gate e.g. barrier and di-
electric, and the rather large amount of interface states. The Coulomb

effect was also shown to lead to 2nd-order dynamical effects [42].
Fig. 3c and Eq. (11b) also indicate that the amount of threshold

voltage drift caused by an additional electron trapped at the interface is
strongly depending on the dielectric thickness and the dielectric con-
stant. For very large gate capacitors the threshold voltage drift could be
strongly reduced for the same number of trapped defects, which sug-
gests that the permittivity is an interesting design parameter for GaN
MIS-HEMT devices.

2.3. Measurement techniques

We would like to point out that there are two main objectives under
which interface measurement techniques and defect characterization
methods can be contemplated. From a pragmatic device performance
point of view a measurement technique is required to give an absolute
or at least relative measure of the amount of unwanted device variation
e.g. threshold voltage drift ΔVTh. Furthermore, in order to investigate
the nature of the defects underlying the drift we would like to learn
particular characteristics of a defect or a group of defects, like time
constants of the capture and emissions process, capture cross-sections,
energy barriers and their variation. While the first objective is needed
to evaluate different technologies with respect to applications and
lifetime criteria, the second one is needed to acquire deep physical
understanding in order to prepare new solutions and ideas to avoid or
minimize the amount of the respective defects. The first objective can
be achieved by electrical techniques [42,95] while the second one re-
quires physical methods to study the individual defects as done by TEM,
STM [62], ESR [115], EDMR [116], TDDS [117,118].

The main focus in this review is on the first objective, as there is
very little understanding of the microscopic nature of the III-N surface,
the formation of defect states of deposited dielectrics on the III-N sur-
face, as well as the donor states of the III-N surface itself. Therefore, we
will not look into the detailed physical defect model, and rather use a
pragmatic defect model. Therein every neutral defect that is in the
active area (during stress) will be charged after τcapture and every
charged defect that is outside of the active area (during recovery) will
emit its electron after τemission. This defect behavior can most easily be
represented in a τ-space also known as capture-emission-time (CET)
map [119,120] shown in Fig. 4. The y-axis represents the capture time,
the x-axis the emission time and the z-axis or the color-coding

Fig. 4. Schematic τ-space (CET map) of a defect with broad distributed capture and
emission times. The white line represents the slice that can be captured during C-V
measurements and the gray box in the bottom right corner indicates the fraction of the τ-
space that is represented in a hysteresis measurement (neglecting the different voltages
during the bias sweep).
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represents the density of defects that are within a range of capture and
emission time (usually one decade). The details of CET map construc-
tion from the stress-recovery data are given in [119,120]. As such the τ-
space only represents the defect density of a certain stress bias. All
defects can be described by their density NInt within this 3-dimensional
space of τcapture, τemission, and VStress at a fixed temperature. This de-
scription becomes insufficient if an already captured electron moves
from one point in the map to another due to 2nd-order effects [42].
Typically, one should consider that the range of interest of the τ-space
should range from the shortest timings in applications e.g. switching
times to the total lifetime of a product.

2.3.1. Hysteresis measurements
The time-dependent shift in threshold voltage ΔVTh can be mea-

sured from the shift of I-V or C-V characteristics. As shown in Eqs. (4),
(5), and (11b), the VTh shift is directly related to total concentration
ΔNInt of negatively charged defects.

Even though hysteresis measurements have often been used to
characterize the interface, typical sweep times of several seconds limit
the amount of information that can be extracted from such a simple
measurement. Results represent therefore only a small part of the τ-
space (see the narrow rectangle in Fig. 4). Furthermore the sweeping of
the gate bias from 0 V to VGate,max and back to 0 V, completely mixes up
the effect of bias-acceleration and stress time at every bias condition.
Therefore, such a test by I-V or C-V serves only as an initial disaster
check but does not reveal any insight into the real dynamics of the
threshold voltage drift. A very effective method to separate all those
individual stress parameters is the extended measurement-stress-mea-
surement (eMSM) technique [112].

2.3.2. Transient measurement techniques
The principle of MSM techniques is depicted in Figs. 5 and 6

[42,121,122]. During the stress period a positive bias is applied to the
gate causing charging of the interface and oxide (border) states. To
monitor the degree of ΔVTh during recovery, the drain current IDrain or
the drain bias VDrain of the transistor (in series to a load resistor, Fig. 5)
at VGate > VTh is measured for short moments, which is considered not
to influence the trap occupancy [121]. Otherwise, zero bias is applied
on the gate during recovery. The MSM technique works particularly
well for normally-on devices which allow stressing the device at
VGate > 0 V and monitoring the ΔVTh at VTh < VGate < 0 V. Using a
pulsed setup on the gate and drain allows characterization of 100 ns
stress pulses on wafer level with a few microseconds of reaction time.
Therefore, this method allows scanning a wide range of the CET map.

Some fundamental limitations of the measurement-stress-measure-
ment technique are shown in the Figs. 7–8. First, we assume that the
initial measurement to characterize the device, e.g. some transfer
characteristics, does not alter the device. In the case of a normally-off
MIS-HEMT this is typically given for the gate bias range from VTh to
0 V. For gate biases above 0 V, charge trapping at the interface occurs.
For VGate < VTh the potential drop within the buffer layers can lead to
additional trapping or detrapping which has to be avoided. For the

Fig. 5. Our setup for stress-recovery (MSM) characterization using a pulsed gate and
drain bias. The internal resistances RS were used for extracting the transient drain voltage
drop on the HEMT. In our case RS were same for Gate and Drain as we used the internal
50 Ω resistances of the pulser.

Fig. 6. Principle of MSM method including a well-defined stress time and a subsequent
recovery during which the device is monitored.

Fig. 7. Schematic representation of recovery (a) and stress (b) curves obtained by MSM
characterization, showing the actual drift during stress and recovery in comparison to the
measured drift. Two stress times tstress1 and tstress2 are indicated in order to extract the
measured drift during stress.

Fig. 8. Schematic scheme of MSM based on Fig. 7b at two different temperatures showing
the reason why the apparent temperature acceleration is only representing the difference
in temperature acceleration between the capture and emission process. In the shown
examples, the effective activation energy will be 0 eV as the acceleration of the stress is
completely compensated by the acceleration during recovery.
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actual stress-recovery characterization the device is subjected to stress
for a defined time as depicted in Fig. 7a. During the applied stress,
charge trapping can occur which increases the threshold voltage. This,
however, remains undetected as we cannot monitor it during stress.
After t = tStress1 the stress stops and the device starts to recover. Some
of the trapped charges may already be emitted prior the first moment at
which we can detect the threshold voltage at t = tResponse. After re-
peating the same stress sequence on a new device or on the same device
with sufficient recovery, the stress is reapplied for t = tStress2. In case
tStress2 ≫ tStress1, the error of remeasuring the same device several times
should be relatively small, even if we assume 2nd-order defect kinetics
to be involved (see Section 3.1 and Ref. [42]). From the second re-
covery trace (see the curve for t = tstress2 in Fig. 7b) we are also only
able to recognize the part of the recovery after t ≥ tResponse. In order to
graphically compare the actual drift of the device to the measured one,
two points from the recovery traces at t = tExtract where transferred
back to the stress times 1 and 2. The error in this example was chosen to
be around 40% from the actual drift behavior. Unfortunately, this error
cannot be estimated in real situations, leaving us with an unknown
number of hidden defects outside our measurement window.

Those fundamental limitations have further implications when
considering the effect of temperature during the measurement, which is
important for using temperature-accelerated tests for lifetime estima-
tions [123,124]. In addition to the stress-recovery tests shown in
Figs. 7b, 8 includes two more stress curves at elevated temperature (red
curves). We assume that the capture of electrons is thermally activated
and therefore the slope of the threshold voltage drift is higher compared
to the reference temperature. After tStress, defects start to emit electrons
into the conduction band. As the temperature is still elevated, also this
process is activated, causing the emission of electrons to start earlier in
time and resulting in a steeper slope during recovery. In the given ex-
ample, we chose the VTh drift at tExtract to be identical to the one at
reference temperature in order to receive identical stress curves. Even
though this example is fictitious, it still describes a realistic scenario
that must be considered. Depending on the microscopic behavior of the
defects, it might even happen that the temperature-acceleration of re-
covery is faster than during stress. The resulting apparent EA would lead
to negative values [99,125]. Fig. 9 shows an example of VTh drift over
temperature ranging from −20 to 220 °C with relatively little effect of
the temperature. The apparent activation energy calculated from the
recovery data after 100 μs of recovery and 10 s of stress at 1–3 V were
in the range of 0.08–0.13 eV. This is much lower than our reported data
using separate temperature control for stress and recovery with values
up to 1 eV [124]. For silicon devices, even high values up to 1.5 eV have
been reported [14,126]. It should be noted that the extraction of EA is

usually done for exponential dynamics and not trivial for such recovery
data with log-t dynamics i.e. the result of multi-exponential dynamics.
As shown by Eq. (6), we consider the ΔVTh behavior over time as a
multi-exponential trend that cannot be deconvoluted into the in-
dividual N(i). Therefore, we define certain fixed values of VTh(i) and
assume their fixed correlation to a type of defect with N(i). The cor-
responding EA(i) is therefore extracted for the temperature-dependency
of the time constants at a fixed VTh(i). This assumption is apparently
violated by effects of multistate defects and neglects the temperature
dependency of the prefactors τ0 (Eqs. (4)–(6)).

An alternative method to the MSM technique is the on-the-fly (OTF)
technique [127,128]. It is particularly useful for devices where the
device can be monitored and stressed at the same bias range. This
condition is fulfilled for normally-off devices using drain current tran-
sients or normally-on devices using capacitive transients instead. The
latter one is possible for MIS structures without recessed barrier be-
cause of the increase of the gate capacitance during spill-over under
forward bias. Spill-over is described by the increase of the gate capa-
citance from CGate (CDielectric in series to CBarrier, see Fig. 3a) to CDielectric.
The measurement scheme itself is rather simple as the transient signal
(drain current or gate capacitance) is monitored over time and then
compared to a reference e.g. transfer characteristic Id-Vg or CGate-VGate

(Fig. 10). Therefore, no delay occurs between stressing and character-
izing the device in comparison to MSM. However, the intrinsic error in
the OTF method stems from the characterization of the reference curve.
Measuring the reference Id-Vg or CGate-VGate curve requires bias condi-
tions that are already stressing the device. Therefore the reference
curve cannot be characterized in its original (unstressed) form, causing
typically an overestimation of the drift. A few studies have been shown
in III-N devices showing the usefulness of the method in characterizing
the distributed ranges of energy barriers for electron capture [126].

2.3.3. CV and frequency dispersion techniques
Even though hysteresis measurements have been extensively used in

the past to characterize the interface, it is evident that the at least 2-
dimentionsal τ-space cannot be captured well with a single oscillation
frequency that is required to match the capture and emission time
(Fig. 4). Therefore, typical CV-based methods are only able to capture a
slice of the CET diagram (see line in Fig. 4) which may in certain
conditions be still a representative picture. However, these conditions
cannot be proven by the CV method itself showing the helpless case of
investigations using only such methods. A detailed discussion of this
problem can be found in [121]. The determination of ΔNInt from CV
curve hysteresis is problematic as only some part of the defects react,

Fig. 9. Example of threshold voltage drift versus temperature for different gate biases.
The device was kept at the indicated temperature during the whole stress-recovery cycle
leading to almost no effective temperature acceleration. The apparent activation energy
extracted from the recovery traces ranges from 0.08–0.13 eV for the different stress
biases. Those value are obviously much too low and do not represent the physical acti-
vation energies of the capture and emission processes.

Fig. 10. Schematic of on-the-fly method characterizing the threshold voltage drift be-
havior during stress. Starting from the response time tResponse the signal of ΔVTh is cap-
tured. Therefore, the typical overestimation compared to the actual drift cannot be as-
sessed.
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which is determined by the probing frequency and the up/down voltage
sweeping rate [129].

We would also like to mention that interface states in MISHEMTs
were investigated also with photo-capacitance techniques where elec-
trons and holes were generated by above band gap light [27,131], so
both types of carriers could be trapped in interface states. In such ex-
periments, the trap occupancy depends on a non-equilibrium electron
and hole concentration at the interface as well as the parameters of the
defect states (Fig. 1). Due to this undefined distribution of occupied
traps and non-existing holes in real MISHEMT operation we do not
discuss this technique in more detail. Furthermore, due to the Franck-
Condon shift between the optical and thermal energies, interpretation
of the extracted density of interface states obtained by techniques based
on capacitance measurements under below-band gap photon excitation
should be considered with care [130].

Caution has to be also taken when selecting a suitable device size for
CV analysis. Since devices with large channel length can exhibit large
series resistance effects in the measured capacitance, short channel
length devices are preferred for analysis [132]. Similar considerations
on sample geometry and substrate resistivity should be taken into ac-
count when analyzing vertical MIS capacitor structures.

The conductance-frequency (G-ω) technique is a traditional tech-
nique to evaluate the interface defect density and their energy position
in the Si/SiO2 system [98], where an expression for weak inversion is
assumed. Some researchers have used the same kind of analysis for
MISHEMTs. However, there are two striking differences between Si
MOSFETs and GaN MISHEMTs: 1) the defect equivalent capacitance
CDefect related to Si/SiO2 interface states (CDefect = ΔNInt × Cq, where
Cq = ¼× q2 / kT = 2× 10−18 F), is much lower than the dielectric
capacitance CDielectric, which is not the case in GaN MISHEMTs where
the opposite case is mostly valid. 2) GaN MISHEMTs often include a III-
V barrier within the gate capacitance with voltage dependent con-
ductivity. The improper use of the G-ω technique for MISFET analysis in
the region of threshold voltage was pinpointed in [129,132]: the con-
ductance peak in this region can be also related to the channel con-
ductivity increase with applied positive bias, and not to interface states
as they cannot respond in this regime.

Some authors have used G-ω techniques for NInt evaluation in the
spill-over regime where carriers accumulate at the III-N barrier/di-
electric interface. The authors of [33] correctly pointed out that G-ω
technique cannot be used for defect evaluation in this regime, and they
have proposed capacitance-frequency (C-ω) dispersion analysis in spill-
over regime as a suitable alternative. In principle, this cannot be true
because real and imaginary components of admittance are coupled.
Consequently Capriotti et al. have shown that both G-ω and C-ω fre-
quency dispersion techniques are not suitable for defect analysis in
MISHEMTs (at least not straightforwardly) [129]. Since the barrier
conductivity increases with applied positive bias, this produces a si-
milar frequency dispersion in both G-ω and C-ω curves as the virtual
defect response, even if there is no interface state. On the other hand, a
large density of interface states (i.e. CDefect ≫ CDielectric, CBarrier) will not
lead to an increase of the G-ω response but rather cause a saturation.
This is because CDefect is in series with CBarrier and CDielectric. Thus, the
observed temperature variations of the C-ω curves [33] can be just due
to temperature variation of the barrier conductivity, not due to defect
response. In general it is difficult to distinguish between the defect and
the intrinsic barrier (i.e. without interface defects) response [129].

To be more specific we give an example: Typical values of interface
state density obtained in literature by different authors using the G-ω or
related techniques are always in the range of 0.5–2 × 1011 cm−2

[33,39]. The theoretical value of maximum conductance to angular
frequency G/ωmax from [129] is calculated as
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Taking typical values for CDielectric = 1–6 × 10−7 F/cm2 and
CBarrier = 3–6 × 10−7 F/cm2, one gets a first order estimation for the
equivalent density of defects to be (G/ω)max / Cq = 0.7–20 × 10−8 /
2 × 10−18 = 0.4–10 × 1010 cm−2, which is of the same order.
Although this equivalent trap density could lead to typical values, in
reality, this can be only a spurious response of the intrinsic barrier and
the CDielectric. Even though the frequency dispersion techniques are not
suitable for trap evaluation in MIS-HEMTs they can be used for trap
evaluation in true Si MOSFET-like structures where the III-N interface is
in direct contact to electron channel [129,133].

From the above, it is evident that the main technique to investigate
defects at the interface should include large ranges of stress and re-
covery times, which makes the classical MSM or OTF the most adequate
techniques.

3. PBTI in GaN

This chapter summarizes all relevant effects that have been found in
PBTI studies with link to the physical models of Section 2. Furthermore,
a comparison of different dielectric materials as well as lifetime con-
siderations for switching applications is given.

Some of those fundamental studies were performed on an AlGaN/
GaN MIS-HEMT with deposited TEOS (Tetraethyl orthosilicate); others
used Si3N4 as gate dielectric. While some effects seem stronger for one
dielectric than for the other we do not claim here that it is related to the
dielectric alone. We assume that the total stack of AlGaN barrier and
dielectric is responsible for the overall behavior. As some of those
studies have been performed on wafers from different types of epitaxial
layers and independent runs, we do not engage in a comparative study
of those different test devices. Our focus instead is to present the dif-
ferent aspects of electrical behaviors that have been found in all di-
electrics and are common to them.

3.1. Interpretation of drift effects

This part discusses the electrical results and understanding of ty-
pical MSM data. Fig. 11 shows a typical recovery measurement at a
fixed bias and different stress times revealing the typical broad dis-
tribution of recovery times. The data clearly indicates that we are not
able to speculate about the total amount of defects that might have
recovered at much faster times than the reaction time of the measure-
ment setup of 3 μs. Similarly, the maximum recording time (few kilo-
seconds) is not representative for a permanent drift. Naturally we as-
sume that all trapped electrons would emit at much longer recovery
times. One interesting fact from this data can be derived from the slope
of the threshold voltage drift per decade of recovery time (Fig. 12). We
see that for stress times longer than 100 ms the defect density ΔNInt

decreases. This indicates that certain captured electrons transition to a

Fig. 11. Typical recovery behavior of a SiO2 MIS-HEMT at 4 V gate bias and for a series of
stress times [42].
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different defect state with longer emission times. Such model has been
introduced earlier in the concept of multistate defects [95] and also
discussed in terms of 2nd-order defect kinetics which causes negative
entries in the CET map [42]. The change from concave to rather convex
shaped recovery trends can further be imagined by electrons moving
into an energetically more stable state. This state could be either lower
in energy or deeper into the dielectric (see e.g. state 2 in Fig. 1c).
During the recovery, this can apparently increase the emission time
since in order for the defect to be able to emit the electron it has to be
first reconfigured back to the original state (see state 1 in Fig. 1c).

Another manifestation of this multi-state defect behavior can be
seen in repetitive stress experiments [114]. Fig. 13 shows two recovery
traces after an equal amount of stress time. One curve was recorded
after a continuous stress time of 100 μs. The other one was recorded
after 100 times 1 μs stress pulses interrupted by intermediate 100 ns
long recovery phases. One would expect the continuous stress to at least
lead to the same amount of ionized defects or more: the result initially
surprises by demonstrating the opposite. However, considering that our
measurement window is limited and does not include the whole dy-
namics of the involved charge states, we believe that the recovery trace
after continuous stress of 100 μs was initially equal or above the re-
petitive 100 × 1 μs stress result. We further assume that traps filled
during continuous stress show a shorter emission time on average. After
repetitive stress, the average emission time of the ionized defects in-
creases. This hypothesis is supported by a simple consideration of the
dynamics of repetitive stress. We assume that any capture of electrons
leads to trapping into defect states with a broad range of emission time

constants, as suggested by Fig. 11. Considering now that during the
short intermediate recovery only the fast emitting defects can be dis-
charged, the average emission time constant of all the involved defects
should increase for each re-capturing stress cycle. This effect is initially
independent of 2nd-order defect kinetics, which allows moving their
electron from one state to another defect state without emission into the
charge reservoir. Furthermore, we should consider that in the multi-
state defect model the transformation barriers between different defect
states depend on the applied bias and equilibrium position of each
defect state in space. The response of the same defect can be different
during the stress and recovery periods for different bias conditions [95].
Besides the action of multi-state defects, the Coulomb effect can lead to
similar 2nd-order kinetics effects [42,114]. In order to discriminate
between the two effects, careful comparison with simulation would be
required.

In Fig. 14 we can see recovery curves for two different stress times
and a series of different gate biases. Fig. 15 shows the extracted
threshold voltage drift over stress time for different stress biases after
fixing the recovery time. It shows that the number of negatively
charged defects increases with voltage as well as with stress time. Even
though Fig. 15 suggests an almost perfect linear relationship for the
defect state density with respect to stress time and stress bias, we should
note again that the recovery of those defects strongly differs, as dis-
cussed earlier. Two points can be followed from the behavior of the
stress conditions: With increasing gate bias the active energy region
(Fig. 3b, c) increases linearly causing more defects to be accessible to
electron trapping [95]. Second, the gate bias reduces the barrier po-
tential for electrons to be captured [42,134], therefore decreasing the
capture time.

The influence of different voltages and related memory effects is
further shown in Fig. 16 by gate step-stress. The device has been in-
itially stressed at 3 V (curve with green triangles) and then continued to
be stressed at 4 V causing a proportional amount of drift (red

Fig. 12. ΔNInt/LOG(tRecovery) at 1 ms of recovery time calculated from the data of Fig. 11.
The initial increase suggests that more defects are captured with increasing stress time.
The decrease for stress time > 100 ms is suggested to be related to multi-states defects
with longer emission times.

Fig. 13. Comparison of repetitive stress (100 × 1 μs stress and 100 ns recovery between
consecutive stress pulses) and continuous stress (100 μs) of a SiO2 MIS-HEMT. The dotted
line shows a possible representation of the drift behavior prior the monitoring by our
setup in order to explain the reduced drift after the continuous stress [114].

Fig. 14. Typical recovery behavior of a SiO2 MIS-HEMT at gate bias from 1 to 7 V after (a)
100 ns and (b) 100 s of stress [42].
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diamonds). Directly after, the device was stressed at 3 V again as in-
dicated by the arrow in Fig. 16 (green circles). The device initially re-
covered due to emission of electrons from defects that have been within
the 4 V-related active energy region, but were outside the 3 V-related
region. In addition, the Coulomb effect certainly reduces the effective
active energy region under all bias conditions. However, it is very un-
likely that it acts as the main mechanism for electron emission at the
2nd 3 V stress sequence. That is because the electron emission starts
right after the gate bias step from 4 to 3 V and ΔVTh, proportional to the
interface potential, remains constant at that moment. The fact that the
threshold voltage increases further for t > 102 s after a short decrease
at t < 102 s shows that even more defects with longer capture time
exist in the 3 V-related active energy region. We assume that the in-
termediate stress at 4 V has accelerated electron capture into some
defects by lowering the respective ionization barrier.

3.2. Barrier-related drift effects

So far, we considered that all the dynamic effects of the threshold
voltage during stress and recovery experiments can be attributed to the
III-N/dielectric interface. Even though we did not lay out any proof for
this assumption, it seems intuitively right given the nature of the dy-
namics. Bulk traps typically have a less complex dynamic pattern
without such a broad distribution of capture and emission times [135].
However, we can recognize one effect seen in some devices that seems
to rather relate to the transport of carriers from the 2DEG to the in-
terface than the defect dynamics at the interface itself [134]. Fig. 17
depicts the stress data from two samples with silicon oxide and silicon
nitride, respectively.

Considering the linearity of the stress data for different gate biases
(Fig. 15), we would assume parallel shifted lines in Fig. 17a as indicated
by the solid lines. However, we can recognize that for 1 and 2 V the
early onset of the drift rather lacks behind in threshold voltage drift
[134]. This effect is seen much stronger in the device shown in Fig. 17b
using a different sample with Si3N4 as dielectric. The drift clearly starts
at different stress times depending on the gate bias.

Investigating the temperature dependency of this on-set of the drift
revealed an activation energy which linearly decreases with the gate
bias proportional to the potential decrease at the interface (Fig. 18a).
The only discontinuity of this linearity was found for gate biases below
1 V. We speculate that this effect could be explained by a field-en-
hanced process e.g. defect-assisted tunneling transport allowing an
enhanced conductivity through the edge of the barrier near the inter-
face (Fig. 18b). A similar mechanism has been suggested for the leakage
current model in Schottky gate HEMTs [110,136]. The tunneling me-
chanism, which appears at high electric fields (here appearing at low
biases) apparently decreases the thermal activation energy. The acti-
vation energy of the electron transport of 0.65 eV at gate bias of 0 V is
comparable to the interface barrier potential of 0.75 eV, extracted from

Fig. 15. Typical stress behavior of a SiO2 MIS-HEMT for different gate biases and stress
times extracted after 100 μs after the stress pulse [42].

Fig. 16. Comparison of ΔVTh at 3 V gate stress of an initially unstressed device (green
triangles). The device was then re-stressed at 3 V (green circles) after an intermediate 4 V
stress sequence (red diamonds), showing the parallel emission and capture of electrons
outside and inside the active area, respectively [41]. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 17. Threshold voltage drift (in log-scale) versus stress time for (a) a SiO2 MIS-HEMT
showing a slight drift on-set for VGate = 1 and 2 V, seen in comparison to the parallel
shifted drift curves, and (b) a SiNx device with a clear drift on-set behavior.

Fig. 18. (a) Activation energy of barrier transport extracted from the temperature-de-
pendent drift on-set from Fig. 17b. The extrapolated surface potential is close to the
calculated one from the 2DEG density. The plateau of the activation energies for
VGate = 0–1 V is explained by (b) tunneling through the top part of the barrier [134].
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2DEG density and the material parameters using Eq. (10). This is sug-
gesting a predominant transport via the AlGaN conduction band in GaN
MIS-HEMTs.

We can therefore conclude that in general the capture process is a
serial process with an effective capture time constant τcapture,effective
being a sum of the capture time constant of the actual defect
τcapture,defect and the rate-limiting time constant related to the electron
transport process through the AlGaN barrier τBarrier:

= +τ τ τ .capture,effective capture,defect Barrier (13)

Such a barrier time constant is essentially inversely proportional to
the leakage current over the barrier ΦInterface (see Figs. 3b and 18b):

≈τ ebarrier
ΦInterface

kT . We would like to note that even tough in this parti-
cular case the transport over the barrier is dominantly conduction band
related, transport over dislocation bands can be considered as well
[136]. As the conductive property of the III-N barrier can strongly de-
pend on growth and processing conditions, the relevance of τBarrier on
the overall stress-recovery response can thus be technology dependent.

3.3. Comparison of different dielectric materials

Up to this point we have tried to discuss the general behavior seen
in representative III-N/dielectric stacks. The following part is aiming to
compare different dielectric materials in order to show the impact of
the dielectric constant on the double dielectric layer stack [19]. Looking
at Eq. (8) we would assume that high k dielectrics provide a benefit to a
MIS stack by increasing the dielectric capacitance, therefore bring the
interface charges “electrostatically closer” to the gate, and thereby re-
ducing their impact on the channel. E.g. in the case of an infinitely high
dielectric constant the interface charge would have no impact on the
2DEG. Fig. 19 shows the threshold voltage drift for different gate biases,
for a fixed stress and recovery time [19]. Comparing these data with the
stress-time dependent data from Fig. 15, it should be noted that those
graphs only represent partial information of the whole CET-map. They
describe therefore not the full nature of the defects similar to hysteresis
measurement (Fig. 4). Therefore, such a comparison might lack in ob-
jectivity compared to the detailed investigation shown in Section 3.1. It
should be noted that those stacks include different dielectric materials
as well as AlGaN barrier thicknesses. The onset at which the gate bias
causes a significant potential drop to start initiating the trapping at the
interface may depend on the overall structure. However, in this set of
data (Fig. 19) we cannot deconvolute the effect of the electrostatics of
the stack and the effect of the capture and emission time distribution of
the individual defects. Al2O3 as an example shows almost no drift up to
3.5 V of gate bias, which could in part be explained by defects that
almost fully recover for the respective stress times and gate bias up to
3 V. This hypothesis is supported by similar results on fully recessed
devices (i.e. without barrier between channel and Al2O3 as gate

dielectric) [99]. Therefore, a comparison between different dielectrics
by such a method is subjectively based on the chosen stress and testing
conditions. In order to provide a comparison, one would need to
compare the entire behavior of threshold voltage drift against a
common lifetime criterion (as will be discussed in Section 3.4).

In order to remove some parts of this misleading behavior we cal-
culate the interface state density which is proportional to the threshold
voltage in comparison to the displacement charge QDisplacement defined
as

= ×Q C V .Displacement Dielectric Gate (14)

Fig. 20 shows all the dielectric stacks after the normalization, re-
vealing a convergence against the theoretical upper limit. Silicon oxide,
having the lowest dielectric constant, has the lowest amount of inter-
face charges, while HfSiO2 with the highest dielectric constant has the
highest amount of interface charges > 1013 cm−2 in our comparison.
Apparently, this trend is limited by the Coulomb effect as the interface
charges cannot exceed the displacement charges. As QDisplacement is
limited by VGate (Eq. (14)) our electrical detection of interface charges is
limited by this maximum as well.

Furthermore, the converging data points in Fig. 20 show an offset to
the theoretical upper limit. However, we have to be careful arguing that
this offset contains any actual improvements beyond the physical limit
of QInterface ≤ QDisplacement due to the intrinsic measurement errors:
Only accessible defects within the active energy region are being
charged that can fulfill τcapture < tstress and as well as
τemission < trecovery. An apparent relative improvement seen between
one dielectric and another could therefore simply be the results of
different defect dynamics rather than an effective reduction of defect
states. It is completely possible that the actual density of interface states
is much higher (e.g. 1014 cm−2) than the density we can measure
electrically. The only effect caused by different technological ap-
proaches as surface preparation, cleaning, dielectric material, deposi-
tion process, post-deposition treatments, etc. might be the modification
of the defect parameters (Fig. 1c).

3.4. Lifetime requirements

In comparison to low-voltage logic devices, VTh shifts in power
devices are often a bit less critical due to the increased gate bias margin
during operation. From a very pragmatic point of view the gate di-
electric needs to fulfill at least the following two common criteria for
normally-off operation:

First, a sufficiently low threshold voltage drift has to be assured in
order to obtain

∆ < − −V (V ) V V V (R , I ),Th,max@EOL Gate,use Gate,use Th,0 OV,min DSon,max DSon,min

(15)

Fig. 19. Threshold voltage drift versus gate bias stress for different dielectric stacks. The
AlGaN barrier thickness is 20 nm except for the SiO2 wafer, which has a 30 nm thick
AlGaN barrier [19].

Fig. 20. Normalized representation of Fig. 19 showing the interface charges as a function
of the displacement charges. The continuous line represents the maximum possible
amount of interface charges to be ionized during the equivalent stress [19].
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where ΔVTh,max@EOL is the maximum ΔVTh at end-of-life (EOL) caused
by the maximum steady-state gate bias in use conditions VGate,use in
order to assure that the maximum specified on-resistance RDSon,max

[122] and the minimum specified source-drain current IDSon,min can be
achieved at a certain minimum overdrive voltage VOV, min. VTh, 0 is the
initial threshold voltage under equilibrium conditions. Obviously, this
is the absolute worst-case requirement neglecting any VTh range defined
by the application. Second, the stability of the gate dielectric at
VGate,max must be assured till end-of-life. Even though both criteria refer
to steady-state conditions, overshoot spikes during switching have to be
considered in addition.

Analyzing a whole switching cycle we know that during on-state
stress ΔVTh increases reaching its maximum at the end of the switching
cycle. Therefore, the gate source capacitance CGS is also being slowly
charged, thereby reducing the chances of spurious turn-on behavior
during turn-off by increasing the ratio of CGS/CGD. During off-state
stress the device can partially recover from forward gate bias stress,
slightly reducing ΔVTh and therefore also QGS during re-turn on.

In order to evaluate ΔVTh,max@EOL correctly, one should model the
most critical AC stress pattern (minimum trecovery and maximum tstress)
over the expected lifetime. ΔVTh,max@EOL is then equal to the threshold
voltage shift at the end of one additional stress pulse. In principle this
needs to be evaluated without any recovery delay. In order to avoid this
one can assess the RDSon and IDSon during application tests of a device
with EOL gate bias stress similar to OTF measurements.

From those considerations we conclude that the main criteria to be
fulfilled is that after the maximum threshold voltage shift at EOL, we
require still a sufficient amount of charges in the channel under the gate
at VGate, use to maintain a reasonable RDSon and IDSon. We can assume
that the minimum channel charge under the gate ns, channel, min should
be close to the 2DEG density ns, 2DEG:

⎤
⎦⎥

→ ≈
R
I

n n .DSon,max

DSon,min
s,channel,min s,2DEG

(16)

The required overdrive voltage is therefore noted as

=V q
n

C
.OV,min

s,channel,min

Gate (17)

Inserting the term VOV, min into Eq. (15) and substituting VGate, use by
the dielectric thickness and the maximum critical field, allows us to
note down the worst-case criteria for the maximum threshold voltage
shift over lifetime as

∆ = × − −V E t V q
n

C
.Th,max Dielectric,critical Dielectric Th,0

s,channel,min

Gate (18)

Herein EDielectric, critical is the typical maximum electric field for
lifetime conditions. We can further simplify this equation to derive an
upper limit for ΔVTh, max by setting VTh, 0 = 0 V (optimum case) and
CGate = CDielectric (maximum of CGate as CGate ≤ CDielectric), as it would
be the case for fully recessed MIS transistors without a barrier under the
gate electrode. Finally, we can derive the upper limit for the maximum
interface state density ΔNInt, max @ EOL based only on the parameters of
the dielectric and the channel density, which is a design parameter of
the device:

∆ ≤ × −N 1
q

E ε n .Int,max@EOL Dielectric,critical Dielectric s,channel,min
(19)

Table 1 contains the maximum interface state density at end-of-life
conditions for several typical dielectrics including the channel density
ns, channel, min (i.e. only the result of the left term on the right side of Eq.
(19)). ΔNInt, max @ EOL is therefore in the range of 4–8 × 1012 cm−2

considering typical channel densities of about 0.5–1 × 1013 cm−2.
Even though this satisfies the criteria from Eq. (15), it should be con-
sidered that this substantial amount of interface charges also sig-
nificantly increases the electric field in the gate dielectric. Therefore,
the stability of the gate dielectric (criteria 2) needs to be carefully

reviewed in conjunction with the internal amount of trapped charges.
We would like to note that this criterion is an absolute worst-case cri-
terion and their might be good reasons to limit ΔVTh, max to smaller
values based on the specific application requirements e.g. compatibility
with drivers, etc.

After defining a lifetime criterion, the following part tries to answer
the question how much PBTI evaluation under DC stress can show re-
levant behavior for the more typical operation conditions of AC stress.
In contrast to previous results discussed in Section 3.1, we will focus
here on 1st-order kinetics effects using devices with less dominant 2nd-
order behavior. Further details on the topic can be found in Ref.
[137–139].

Typical stress and recovery data for the device that has been used in
this analysis are plotted in Fig. 21 for a representative gate bias of 4 V
and increasing stress times. The device exhibits a fast recovery in the
microsecond regime reaching full recovery for stress times up to 1 s for
the defined measurement window. The ΔVTh starts to increase strongly
for stress times> 1 s as shown in the stress-plot for several extraction
times (Fig. 21a). In the case of our representative device a typically
broad distribution of defects is found with an increase towards higher
capture and emission times in the millisecond regime (Fig. 22).

Fig. 23 compares DC-gate bias stress for 100 s with AC-gate bias
stress for 100 × 1 s and different intermediate recovery times trecovery.
It can be recognized that the recovery trace after DC stress shows the
highest ΔVTh and merges with the recovery traces after repetitive stress.
The difference to Fig. 13 is explained by 2nd-order kinetics effects (see
also Fig. 1c). This behavior can be systematically explained using the
concept of the CET map [119,120] mentioned in Section 2.3. Fig. 24
shows schematic CET maps for two different stress and recovery sce-
narios. The green area represents the defects that are occupied. It can be
noted that the measurement limits only the maximum capture time and
the minimum emission time. The minimum captures time as well as the
maximum recovery time is basically dependent on the energy dis-
tribution of defects included in the dielectric. Extrapolating the stress
and recovery data of Fig. 21 suggests that we should consider minimum
capture times in the range of nano-seconds and maximum emission
time well above the typical lifetime for the given stress-recovery ana-
lysis.

For a single DC stress pulse (Fig. 24a–c) all defects in the CET map
with a capture time up to the maximum stress time will be filled
(Fig. 24b, CET map after the stress). During the recovery, those defects
with τemission < trecovery will be emitted (Fig. 24c, CET map after re-
covery). In the case of a repetitive stress (Fig. 24d–f) the initial CET
map filling after the first pulse resembles the one of the DC-stress except
that only fewer defects with capture times up to the initial stress pulse
are filled. After every additional stress pulse more and more defects
with longer capture time will be included. At the same time, the overall
recovery time for already captured electrons increases. Therefore, the
occupied area of the CET map decreases. This behavior can be shown by
the examples of the CET map directly after the last stress pulse, where
tAC × NPulses = tDC (Fig. 24e), and after one additional recovery cycle
(Fig. 24f). Thus the final CET map occupancy after one additional re-
covery cycle is quite similar in the two cases. This difference has to be
seen in relative proportion to the overall size of the occupied τ-space
and the defect density per area of the CET map. Both depend on the

Table 1
Comparison of the maximum interface density at EOL including the 2DEG density nS
between different dielectric materials after Eq. (19).

Dielectric εDielectric ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

E MV
cmox,critical

ΔNInt, max @ EOL + nS (cm−2)

Si2O3 3.9 × ε0 6 1.3 × 1013

Si3N4 7 × ε0 3.5 1.3 × 1013

ONO 4.4 × ε0 6 1.4 × 1013

Al2O3 8 × ε0 3.2 1.4 × 1013
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material and need to be carefully evaluated for each technology.
However, if we compare the CET map occupancies before the final

recovery (Fig. 24b and e), we can see that a significantly larger portion
is covered after DC stress compared to AC stress. This difference is re-
sponsible for the initial increase of threshold voltage shift after DC
stress (Fig. 23.). The validity of the CET map model can be further
highlighted by simply calculating the drift for the measurement con-
ditions from Fig. 23 by using the CET map data (Fig. 22), similarly as in
Ref. [119]. The data shown in Fig. 25 are derived using the scheme
depicted in Fig. 24, integrating all specific defect densities for all τcapture
and τemission that remain trapped at any given test conditions. The
continuous stress curve for 100 s stress is shown as reference. The minor
inconsistencies seen by the slight mismatch of the calculated drift data
compared to the measured one are caused by 2nd-order kinetics effects
which could not be eliminated by the calculations.

Even though the difference shown by the final CET maps of AC and
DC stress (Fig. 24c and f) is rather small, it certainly becomes more
significant for microseconds stress pulses as well as for life time con-
siderations. Fig. 26 shows a theoretical calculation for longer AC
(10 kHz, 50% duty cycle) and DC stress times above 104 s for a constant
defect density CET map i.e. a CET map with a constant defect density
per decade of capture and emission time. As mentioned before two
additional input parameters are required to define the boundaries of the
occupied states in a CET map: the minimum capture time and the
maximum emission time of defects which are still having an impact on
the drift behavior. Since the minimum stress time impacts the DC and
the AC drift by the same offset it can simply be omitted from the cal-
culation (see the arbitrary offset in the y-axis of Fig. 26). The maximum
emission time was set to M× tcapture for M = 6, 8, and 10, which
roughly fits the recovery data (Fig. 21). The calculation result con-
sidering only 1st order defects shows a saturation of the drift at
tStress = M × tPulse, where tPulse is the stress duration of a single stress
pulse (50 μs in our example). However, an important assumption in this
concept of the CET map is that no multi-state defects (2nd or higher
order defect kinetics) are involved in the trapping process [42]. As
discussed earlier, such defect kinetics refer to trapped electrons moving
from one occupied state into another occupied state. In terms of the CET
map this equals moving from one cell, representing a certain τcapture/
τemission, into another cell. Hence the 1st-order kinetics approach dis-
cussed in Figs. 23 and 25 is potentially underestimating the ΔVTh if the
recovery starts prior to the monitoring scheme. This can be recognized
also from our AC-stress data (Fig. 23), where the AC drift merges with
the DC drift results even before the respective tRecovery. Considering the
CET map model (Fig. 24), the AC drift should be even slightly lower at
tRecovery. Even more extreme results have been discussed in Fig. 13,
where the AC stress caused a higher drift at long recovery times com-
pared to the DC stress. Hence, the applicability of the CET map model
for lifetime assessment excluding 2nd-order effects needs to be sepa-
rately evaluated.

Even though we used relatively short stress times in order to de-
monstrate the 1st-order kinetics of the defect behavior, it should be
clear that the concept can be further extended to longer stress times
closer to lifetime conditions. Therefore single stress (DC-stress) condi-
tions can be used to provide a lower estimate of the lifetime. The ap-
plied bias for this stress should be set to the highest applicable gate bias
according to the maximum application conditions as the number of
accessible defects is proportional to the active energy region (Figs. 3
and 15). This apparently hinders also the use of voltage-accelerated
tests. Unfortunately, also temperature acceleration cannot be applied
due to the parallel acceleration of capture and emission processes as
discussed in Section 2.3.2 In addition, one has to take care that the
reaction time of the setup should be at least close to the shortest off-
state time considered in switching applications to further avoid un-
derestimation of the drift.

An additional method for lifetime extrapolation using the MSM
technique is the application of temperature acceleration only to the

Fig. 21. Stress (a) and recovery (b) behavior
of SiN MIS-HEMT used for CET map calcula-
tion in Fig. 22 and AC stress analysis in
Fig. 25. Both figures show the same amount
of data: the recovery traces are given for
different stress times and the stress traces are
plotted at different recovery times for com-
parison.

Fig. 22. The CET map of the device in Fig. 21, indicating a relatively broad distribution
with a slight increase towards longer stress times. The numbers in the map refer to
1010 cm−2 defects per decade of capture and emission.

Fig. 23. Recovery traces of the device in Fig. 21 after AC-stress using 100 on/off pulses
with 1 s on-state stress and different times for off-state (tRec).
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defect capture processes (i.e. during stress) [123]. This can be achieved
by applying gate stress while increasing the temperature to certain
elevated values above the reference temperature for a certain time.
Before the stress is turned-off and the device is being monitored during
recovery, the temperature has to be brought back to the reference
value. We have shown the implementation of this measurement scheme
for GaN by on-wafer heaters beside test transistors applying around
20 W of heat for local temperature increase of about 200 K [124].
Fig. 27 shows the different stress results for different temperatures that

were extracted after 10 ms of recovery at 25 °C independent of the
temperature during stress.

Under the assumption that the temperature-independent pre-ex-
ponential factor τ0 (Eq. (6)) is same for all the defect states independent
of their energetic and spatial position, we can translate the defect be-
havior at a certain time τ1 and at a temperature T1 into a different τ2 at
a temperature T2 using [123]

⎜ ⎟= × ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

τ τ τ
τ

.2 0
1

0

T1
T2

(20)

This is particularly useful when using measurements at elevated
temperature Tmeas in order to accelerate the drift behavior. Using Eq.
(20), the drift behavior at time domain of τ1 can be used to extrapolate
the drift behavior during stress for operation conditions (at τ2) as
shown in Fig. 28. As such, a straightforward application of the Ar-
rhenius law allows extrapolation for long-term degradation data. The
overall ΔVTh extracted up to 1012 s (Fig. 28) approaches the maximum
ΔVTh,max = VGate,Stress = 3 V limited only by the trapped charges at the
interface (Coulomb effect). Interestingly, we only had to use a single
assumption of a constant pre-exponential factor among all defects in
order to achieve the extrapolation of several 1000 years. The alignment
of the measurements shows that this assumption is quite reasonable.
Thus, only a handful of measurements lasting in total< 1 h of mea-
surement time are sufficient to estimate the lifetime drift of a MIS-
HEMT device regarding 1st-order defect kinetics. It proves therefore to
be a very useful measurement for long term estimations of BTI effects.

Fig. 24. Schematic of transient pulse of
1 × 100 s (a) and 100 × 1 s (b) including the
schematic CET map right after the end of the
(last) stress pulse (b, e) and after 1 s of additional
recovery (c, f). It can be recognized that the area
of the CET map is quite similar in both cases
explaining the drift result of Fig. 23.

Fig. 25. Calculated drift recovery using the CET map data in Fig. 22 and applying the CET
map scheme of Fig. 24. The AC stress sequence follows the identical one used in Fig. 23.
The black data points represent the measurement points after DC stress as reference.

Fig. 26. Comparison between AC and DC stress for a constant defect density CET map
following the scheme of Fig. 24. The calculation is based on a 10 kHz AC stress with 50%
duty cycle.

Fig. 27. T-accelerated stress behavior at 3 V gate bias and different stress times by in-situ
heater [124].
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4. Role of native interface donors

An apparently interesting question is, whether there is a funda-
mental link between PBTI-related1 interface defects and the native
donor states known to exist due to the formation of the 2DEG. If such
link exists, it would directly explain why we would not be able to create
stable devices, as donor states have to be known to exist in any GaN
HEMT device. However, most authors, including us, do not believe in
such a link even though a proof or reasoning is usually not stated.

In this part, we will discuss the threshold voltage drift in devices
with a modified interface such that the dominant trapping is caused by
the interface donor states responsible for the 2DEG. It is obviously not
easy to find a process that would allow such a surface modification.
Several authors have shown the possibility of modifying the interface
potential by cleaning, plasma etching, thermal treatments or any other
surface process [66–73]. We have tried several surface treatments by
applying thermal or plasma energy onto the surface using a number of
available gases and precursors. Eventually we found a remote plasma
fluorination process using NF3, CF4 or SF6 that would lead to a very
different device result related to modified surface donors. The plasma
was produced by an inductively coupled (ICP) generator on a Mattson
Aspen II at 900 W and 13.56 MHz. AES and XPS measurement show a
surface coverage of up to 16% of F, where the F is in part substituting
the nitrogen atom thus increasing the surface electronegativity [140].
Further details on the process and its physical analysis can be found
here [80].

Devices were prepared in such a way that the fluorination was ap-
plied right before the dielectric LPCVD-Si3N4 passivation. From ex-
periments with different dielectrics e.g. SiO2 deposited in a PECVD, we
could verify that the typical behavior seen after fluorination was not
limited to the Si3N4 layer. In contrast to previous reports on surface
fluorination [141] our treatment did not involve any impinging ions or
ion penetration into the AlGaN layer. Even though SIMS measurements
did not show any evidence of additional fluorine being left at interface
after surface passivation [80], the electrical behavior clearly indicated a
difference in the defect behavior. We therefore concluded that the
surface modification induced by fluorine radicals is thermally very
stable and does not disappear during the subsequent dielectric deposi-
tion.

Standard device characterization by IV measurements (Fig. 29) re-
vealed a more negative device threshold voltage VTh, contradicting the
reduced saturation current IDrain,sat for the fluorinated device. Gate
capacitance and transconductance did not change. Hall measurements
on both devices proved a slightly reduced nS of 5.5 × 1012 cm−2 after

fluorination compared to 7.3 × 1012 cm−2 in standard devices, ex-
plaining the difference in IDrain,sat.

Fig. 30 shows the typical recovery data of the standard device (a)
and the stress and recovery data of the fluorinated-interface device (b
and c). Both devices were stressed at different biases from about −15
to +12 V for 100 μs without any prior stress. While the standard device
exhibits the typical PBTI-related drift characteristic for stress (not
shown) and recovery, the fluorinated device seems to have already
achieved a stable condition (quasi-equilibrium) prior to the response
time of the measurement setup with almost no further increase of VTh

during stress (Fig. 30b). The emission time constants seen from the
recovery in Fig. 30c seem relatively narrow distributed. Due to the large
range of VTh shift it was not sufficient to monitor the devices at a single
gate bias. Instead a whole range of gate biases was used in repetitive
measurements shown in Fig. 31, allowing the calculation of VTh at each
moment during recovery [77]. The comparison between the two de-
vices (Fig. 32) clearly shows that the standard device does not exhibit
any measurable drift during negative gate bias and starts drifting only
for positive biases. In clear contrast, the threshold voltage of the
fluorinated device follows the stress bias in positive and negative di-
rection, suggesting fast emission as well as the capture of electrons at
the interface.

The NBTI behavior seen in Fig. 32 suggests a new behavior of the
fluorinated device that does not exist in the reference MIS device, in
which only trapping under forward gate bias stress is recognized. The
defect dynamics observed for negative gate bias in the fluorinated de-
vice seems to be extending to forward gate biases suggesting a new type
of defect with a common behavior in both bias regimes. From the
tightly distributed nature of the defect dynamics with almost ex-
ponential relaxation behavior, we assume that the atomic nature of the
defects is rather well oriented and the defects should be rather located
at the interface than in an amorphous (oxide) structure. Considering the
charge neutrality of the gate stack (Eq. (7)) and the quasi-equilibrium
2DEG density (Eq. (11a)) for different gate biases before the onset of the
device drift, we can derive the density of states (DOS) of the interface
donors (Fig. 33) [77]. The peak of the DOS is further into the bandgap
(see the line with symbols in Fig. 33) compared to the equilibrium in-
terface potential of the device without fluorination. The latter one is
calculated from the 2DEG density and schematically shown in Fig. 33
by an arbitrary peak shape (see the gray solid line). The increased in-
terface potential for the fluorinated device is in line with the reduced
saturation current as well as with the reduced carrier density from Hall
measurements. We can also note that the donor states induced by
fluorine do not pin the interface potential (strongly), as seen by minor
changes in the interface potential depending on the amount of trapped
electrons. Furthermore, we recognize that for gate voltages below
−15 V all defect states seem to be ionized. Therefore, we can conclude
that the fluorination acted in one of two possible ways (Fig. 34): Either

Fig. 28. Temperature-stress time suggesting lifetime extrapolation using the data of
Fig. 26 [124].

Fig. 29. Comparison of transfer characteristic of fluorinated and not fluorinated devices,
indicating the static Vth shift and the reduced saturation drain current after the F-treat-
ment [77].

1 Even though the term PBTI does not define any particular type of defect, we are using
PBTI-related defects here to refer to the kind of defect behavior described in Section 3.
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the native donors have been modified into the apparent donor defects
after fluorination, or the native donor states have been passivated or
shifted even deeper into the bandgap and new donor states have been

created. No additional defect behavior appeared under our testing
conditions. Therefore, we would exclude further defects deeper in the
bandgap within the detectability of our measurement window
(> 1000 s). In comparison to the native donor defects, we also assume
that the defects caused by fluorination have a larger defect capture
cross-section.

The investigation of the microscopic nature of these defect states
after fluorination has led to following hypothesis [80]: The most in-
tuitive is that the native states must have been modified either directly
or indirectly by fluorination. A direct modification is explained by a
substitution of the near-surface ad-atoms by fluorine (be it fluoride,
fluorine radicals or similar species at this point). Even though no ad-
ditional fluorine has been found at the fluorinated interface to the di-
electric in comparison to a non-fluorinated interface by SIMS mea-
surements, this finding does not allow any conclusion about its
chemical potential and bonding state. The fluorine plasma species
might lead to energetically and atomistic different structures and states
when binding to the surface, even if the final fluorine concentration
after dielectric deposition remains unchanged. An indirect modification
is explained by the catalytic activation or modification of the surface.
The superficial fluorine, bound to the metals atom at the surface region,
might cause a reconstruction or catalyzes another near surface reaction
when leaving the surface. Either way, this newly found bonding
structure is required to be stable under further processing of the di-
electric layers [80].

Even though the fluorination process provides a well-defined drift
behavior, it would not be accurate to claim that the originally seen PBTI
related defects would not exist anymore in such devices. The reason
being that the capture process after fluorination is extremely fast and
occurs prior to the response time (≈3 μs) of our setup (Fig. 30a).

Fig. 30. (a) Recovery data of the standard MIS device in comparison to (b) stress and (c)
recovery data of the fluorinated MIS device [77].

Fig. 31. Dynamic drain current drift behavior after 10 V gate stress and recovery at
different gate biases from +10 to −20 V [77].

Fig. 32. Summary of the recovery data from Fig. 30a and c. The standard device starts
drifting only for positive biases. The fluorinated device follows the stress bias in positive
and negative direction.

Fig. 33. Density of states extracted for the fluorinated HEMT (black line with dots). The
black arrow indicates the limitation of the density for lower energies that are beyond our
measurement data. The gray line indicates schematically the DOS for the standard HEMT
based on the surface potential. The actual shape and density is not known [77].
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Hence, any positive gate bias increase is immediately compensated by
charge trapping at the fluorine-induced defect. In other words, the F-
related donor states react much faster than the PBTI-related defects,
masking thus the possible PBTI response. We do not believe that
fluorine-induced defect states are interacting with PBTI-related defects,
due to the absence of 2nd-order trapping effects. Therefore, we conclude
that the F-related donor states are likely to be spatially separated from
the PBTI-related defects.

5. Synthesis

The results from Section 3 suggest several physical mechanisms to
be involved in our drift dynamics. Fig. 35 summarizes those physical
aspects that were proven to exist in typical devices for different di-
electric layers and interfaces. Unfortunately, the series of drift data for
different gate biases, stress times, recovery times, and even tempera-
tures (separated for stress and recovery process [124]) creates still an
ambiguous set of data that does not allow us to clearly extract in-
dividual defect parameters. As an example, in order to model the dif-
ferent energy levels of the trap states correctly (Fig. 1b, c), we would
need to know their exact position in the dielectric layer in order to take
into account the probability of an electron transition between the
conduction band and the defect. Therefore, we want to clarify that we
can only argue about the existence of those effects but we are not able
to specify any detailed defect parameters of our involved defect states.
We have to consider that all the assumptions that we need to make in
order to extract a more detailed picture, have a defining characteristic
on the outcome of our model. Even Eq. (3) as shown in Fig. 35 already
carries more implicit assumptions than we are able to correctly verify.
Based on the learning from the Si/SiO2 interface, the only method to

really study the detailed parameter of such interface defects are single
defect characterizations like in random-telegraph-noise (RTN) or time-
dependent defect spectroscopy (TDDS) [95,117]. A first result on GaN
MIS devices has proven the feasibility of applying this method on nm-
scaled devices [118].

Therefore, the pragmatic view on the drift results with respect to a
lifetime criterion seems currently more useful. The main criterion seems
to be the limit of increase of the RDSon due to large VTh shifts (Eq. (15))
limiting the overdrive voltage. The derived figure of merit for different
dielectric materials (Eq. (19)) shows that the maximum defect density
should be ≪1013 cm−2 depending on the 2DEG density. A higher de-
fect density at end-of-life testing conditions would cause an increase in
on-resistance or a decrease in saturation drain current. As there are very
few results today that can be used to roughly estimate the lifetime
conditions for a dielectric interface, we assume that there are currently
no known solutions to achieve a sufficiently low defect density. Our
own results summarized in Fig. 20 suggest that the only limitation for
the number of electrons trapped at the interface (for sufficiently high
bias, long stress time, and short recovery time) is the electrical detec-
tion limit given by the gate bias. In other words, we assume that the
typical drift behavior of ΔVTh in GaN MOS devices is simple converging
at the level of the gate bias as shown in Fig. 28 for an extrapolation
beyond the lifetime of 10 years. Several authors have claimed to have
shown improved dielectric gate stacks on fully, partially, or none re-
cessed barrier stacks with almost no hysteresis. Yonehara et al. pre-
sented recently a recessed SiO2 GaN device with no recognizable drift
after 1000 s forward gate bias stress at 150 °C. Hopefully a more de-
tailed PBTI study will be shown soon to clarify whether this results is an
absolute improvement against the lifetime requirements. Unfortunately
many reports have shown insufficient evidence for an absolute im-
provement of the dielectric layer or the interface. Insufficient mea-
surements are typically characterized by too short stress times (seconds
rather than hours), long recovery times (seconds rather than μs or ms),
and limited gate bias (VGate,use ≪ VGate,max). Therefore, a transition to
test conditions closer to lifetime conditions would be highly appre-
ciated to bring the discussion of GaN interfaces to a new level.

As a result it is still not clear if the state-of-the-art achievements
regarding the applied technological methods to improve the interface
are sufficient. One reason is certainly the inertness of III-N materials in
combination with the limited thermal budget that can be applied to
GaN in comparison to SiC. Early decomposition of the GaN surface at
relatively low temperatures > 700 °C is one of the challenges in pro-
ducing native oxide on GaN. Deposited dielectrics have to overcome the
challenge of producing a low defect interface on top of a relatively inert
surface. We speculate that the relatively large drift results seen nowa-
days independent of the dielectric could be a hint that the dominant
defect type is situated in a native III-N surface layer. We do not ne-
cessarily consider this layer to be a complete monolayer. A fraction of a
monolayer e.g. 1% would in fact be sufficient to completely dominate
the electric results beyond the defined lifetime criteria. In this case the
differences in transient drift behavior seen for different dielectrics can
originate from differences in the band alignment and variations of the
interface potential. Several reports have argued to have achieved a
crystalline interface shown by TEM using various methods of deposition
[22]. However, we claim that the accuracy of the TEM is not sufficient
to proof a 1% interface defect, as even the best instruments require at
least a few tens of atoms per atomic column to represent a single atom.
Therefore, the required crystallinity needed from an electrical point of
view would require a far higher resolution.

Even though there is currently no proof for the hypothesis that a
certain (acceptor-like) defect state exists at the GaN surface, which
would dominate the whole PBTI-related drift effect independent of the
deposited dielectric, we also do not see it currently as falsified either by
any of the available results. As mentioned earlier, it is still not clearly
identified whether the PBTI-related defects seen in MIS devices are
linked to the native donor states. Our argument for the separation of

Fig. 34. Schematic DOS of (a) native donor states (red) in comparison to F-induced do-
nors (blue): (b) represents the case of having the same donor states modified slightly
further into the band gap (according to Fig. 33). (c) shows the formation of a new donor
state type (blue). In that case the native donor states are shifted below the new ones deep
into the bandgap and are therefore not relevant for the device behavior. In both cases of
(b) and (c) the interface potential increases indicated by the arrow. The representation of
the shape of the DOS as well as the intersection of the DOS with the Fermi level is ar-
bitrarily chosen. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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those two types of defects is based on the different dynamic behavior.
Let us consider an interface (Fig. 3a) reduced to a single (or distributed)
donor-like defect type as depicted in Fig. 36, where the same defect is
responsible for the formation of the 2DEG as well as for trapping during
forward gate bias conditions. In this assumption however, all donor
defects ND would also contribute to negative VTh drift, which contra-
dicts all our results in Section 3. The F-modified donor state presented
in Section 4, however, falls exactly into this behavior shown in Fig. 36.
Therefore, we believe in the coexistence of donor states defining the
2DEG density and additional interface defects causing electron trapping
during forward gate bias stress (i.e. “PBTI” defects). Hence the nature of
those PBTI defects would be acceptor-like. As mentioned in the in-
troduction we do not differ here between defects at the interface and
defects in the dielectric as we assume that the electrical response based
on these defects may appear similar. It seems quite intuitive that the
broad distribution of capture and emission times seen from MSM
characterization suggests that the drift effects are related to defect
states in the dielectric. While this is certainly a possibility, it may as
well be that these broadly arranged defect states are within a thin in-
terfacial layer at the III-N surface, as argued earlier. It seems currently
that we have no evidence to claim either one in particular.

Based on the argument that the donor states are a separate type of
defect without major contribution to the drift seen in PBTI experiments,
we need to consider the unknown dynamic behavior of those native
donor states. From the total donor state density ND, only the amount of
ionized donors ND+ is known from the charge neutrality condition (Eq.
(7)):

= ++N N N ,D D D0 (21)

where ND0 is the concentration of occupied donors below the Fermi
level. As discussed earlier in the Introduction, it is commonly believed
that those defects exist. From the fluorinated donor state density, we
derived the total amount of ND to be 3.3 × 1013 cm−2. Interestingly
this number is close to the polarization charge (2.9 × 1013 cm−2) of
the AlGaN barrier. However, it would be surprising if a link would exist
between the polarization charge and the surface donor density. Such an
effect could only be explained if the donor states are formed during the
epitaxial process and if their formation would be linked to the polar-
ization charges at the barrier/channel interface. However, the con-
tribution in lowering the formation energy per surface atom would be
in the order of 1/100 of the energy of an electron. Therefore it is rather
unlikely that the polarization charge directly influences the formation
of the donor states. As it is very unlikely that the amount of donor states

Fig. 35. Overview of physical models which can be interpreted using typical empirical defect models, explaining our MSM characterization results. Unfortunately, the ambiguity of the
electrical results does rarely allow an interpretation towards physical models without decisive assumptions.

Fig. 36. Band diagram showing a fictitious single type of donor-type defect with an ar-
bitrary filling level. The empty donor states with concentration ND

+ in this picture are
responsible both for the formation of the 2DEG and for the electron trapping during
forward bias gate stress.

Fig. 37. Schematic defect model of native donor states showing a high energy barrier for
capture and emission, which prevents the effective capture or emission under operational
conditions.
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is exactly same as the required number of ionized donors to create the
2DEG, we argue that ND0 > 0, most likely in the range of low
1013 cm−2 and therefore should be considered for the device behavior.

This leads then to two new questions: Why do the ionized donors
ND+ not capture an electron during forward gate bias? And why do the
occupied donor states (in standard devices) not emit their electron
during negative gate bias?

These questions are particularly interesting as NBTI is not only re-
levant for the gate in MIS devices but also in the access region of lateral
GaN-based devices relying on a 2DEG. Under negative bias or off-state
conditions those areas between gate and drain would be depleted and
therefore experience similar vertical bias conditions as the dielectric
interface below the gate. Most reports discussing NBTI cannot be ex-
clusively linked to the interface and discuss combined charge trapping
effects with defects in the buffer [142,143]. Considering the defect
model in Fig. 1b, we can explain the lack of contribution of the native
donor states in NBTI and PBTI processes in standard MISHEMT by
sufficiently high defect barrier energies for electron capture ΔEσ and
emission ΔETrap,apparent (Fig. 37). Considering the electron emission
from the SRH model, a typical defect cross-section range from
10−12 cm−2 and 10−18 cm−2, and lifetime conditions for 10 years at
150 °C, we would require an energy barrier of 2.1 to 2.6 eV (Fig. 38). As
there are very few pieces of information available to model the donor
states at the III-N surface by ab-initio simulation methods, we believe
this is an important requirement to be taking into account. Following
our arguments about the native donor states being not involved in PBTI
or NBTI effect, we should note that the commonly observed charge
trapping effects at the interface with respect to current collapse or
dynamic ROn are likely linked to the ones seen in PBTI effects.

6. Conclusions

We have discussed that a lot of accuracy and precision is needed to
characterize defects at the III-N interfaces. MSM is clearly the best
choice to compare and characterize the typically broad distribution of
time constants for capture and emission. 2nd-order kinetics effects can
be recognized due to multi-state defects as well as the Coulomb effect
modifying the interface potential during trapping and hence the effec-
tive active energy area. Furthermore, the effective capture and emission
time can be influenced by the electron transport above the III-N barrier.
A worst-case life time criterion was introduced considering the effect of
the 2DEG depletion below the gate which increases the on-resistance
and decreases the maximum drain-source current. Under this criterion,
the maximum interface density for end-of-life conditions has been es-
timated to about 4–8 × 1012 cm−2, mostly independent of the di-
electric material. Nevertheless, today there seems no proven solution
that would fulfill this lifetime criterion. Fluorinated surface modifica-
tion has resulted in drastically reduced capture and emission times,

caused by an alteration of the native surface donors. This highlights the
still open question on how native donor states maintain unionized/
occupied over lifetime at the dielectric interface below the gate or in
the access region between gate and drain.
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